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CURRENT SYLLABUS:  at 1 Feb 2014 

Class code 
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Instructor Details 

Fran Molloy 
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Class Details 
Environmental Journalism in Australia 
Wed 9-12pm  
Room 306, NYU Sydney Academic Centre, Science House, 157 Gloucester St, The Rocks, Sydney 2000 

Prerequisites 

None 

Class Description 
In this hybrid reading / writing class, we will explore environmental journalism from an Australian 
perspective.   

We will meet for a weekly seminar except for 3-4 weeks during the session, set aside for field trips. Our 
field trips will give us the opportunity to meet key people, to gather stories and find local Australian 
context for our own writing. 

Each seminar will have an environmental issue as its ‘theme.’ We will discuss the issue and look at 
environment stories that have been reported in Australia and around the world. 

We will consider work that explores this journalistic tradition, its forms and its themes and the place it 
takes in the new media world.  Drawing our inspiration from great writers, we will find our own stories, our 
own voices and learn to tell our own tales.  

We will work on a class blog and each student will produce a news story which may be published on the 
blog, and a feature story for publication either on our blog or in an Australian or international print or 
digital outlet. 

Students will be involved in finding and presenting environmental stories, presenting to the class on one 
environment topic, and learning how to research, write and edit their own piece of environmental 
journalism.  

There will be ten seminars that will involve three key activities.  We will:  
(1) explore the environment beat across various media  
(2) discuss the assigned readings around an environmental theme and 
(3) work on techniques and processes to create our own work in this genre. 

We will talk about global issues from an Australian perspective. You will start to engage with the 
environmental conversation in Australia, where our big local issues include urban sprawl, water scarcity 
and the damage caused by intensive agriculture such as spreading dryland salinity, land clearing and the 
felling of old-growth forests. How do we house our growing population? As with most wealthy nations, 

inequality runs deep here – and vested interests like to argue that environmental protection costs jobs. 

An island continent isolated for millennia, Australia is now under siege from exotic animals and plants. 
Australia’s environmental challenges include preserving the Wild, improving marine conservation and the 



state of the Great Barrier Reef, protecting our primarily coastal homes from rising sea-levels, while dealing 
with our economic reliance on uranium, coal and other mining, pollution, urban encroachment into 
agricultural land - and the tension between indigenous rights and environmental aims.  As a big coal and 
uranium miner, this country plays an important part in global debates around climate change and nuclear 
issues and ocean and air quality.  

Traditional media is in crisis as readers and advertisers desert in droves, while new media has opened up 
spaces and opportunities that we are still scrambling to understand.  What signposts can we use to navigate 
this new world?  

We will grapple with the debates around environmental advocacy, ethics and objectivity - and experience 
first-hand the challenges in wading through the quicksand of scientific proof and funding agendas. 

And each week, we will explore writing strategies and storytelling methods designed to unleash our inner 
journalist. 

There is no text. We will use NYU Classes extensively in this class, with full readings posted (usually in PDF 
format) in the Resources section before each week’s class, as well as links to online readings, video and 
audio, and quizzes and forums.  

Any updates to this syllabus will occur to the main document held in NYU Classes. 
Where you have a syllabus query, check first with that master document to be certain you have the latest 
version. 

Your participation grade requires your attendance, completion of compulsory readings and your 
engagement in NYU Classes assigned quizzes and forums. 

It’s important that you check email regularly to make sure you are aware of changes to assignments and 
deadlines.  Please make sure you check your NYU email address daily, or arrange to forward it to an 
account that you check often.  

Assignments 

This is a hybrid reading/writing class with structured and unstructured field work.   There is no exam. 

You will be graded on five components, outlined below. 
Detailed assessment criteria for each of these five components is available in NYU Classes. 

Your three written submissions – news story, feature story and reflection – are to be completed in a Word 
(or compatible alternative – eg Google Docs, Open Office) document and submitted as an attachment, *.doc 
or *.docx file, through the subject NYU Classes site (Turnitin) by the commencement of class in the due 
week.  

You are required to deliver two presentations. The associated notes are to be submitted through this 
subject’s NYU Classes site by the commencement of class in the due week.  

The blog post associated with your media monitoring and your topic presentation is to be loaded direct to 
the class blog site following class – usually by the end of the week.  

As described, your live attendance is important and you’re expected to be part of the discussion – both in 
class and online, through forum feedback – and through comments on your peers’ blog posts. You will be 
graded on your participation, and you’ve got the opportunity to influence that grade with your pre-class 
preparation, your comments and written feedback at the end of each class. 

Some of our greatest writers and thinkers are shy people who do not thrive under a spotlight. If that’s you, 
you have the opportunity to participate through your writing in our group exercises – such as comments on 
the NYU classes and on your fellow students’ blog posts.   



 

 

Assignment 1: Participation (15%) 
 
This is not just an attendance mark.  From Week 2, some classes will require you to complete a short quiz 
based on the compulsory readings before class begins. (You will be notified by NYU Classes Announcements 
which are emailed to your NYU address.)  Then at the close of each week’s class, you are invited to 
comment on your experience of the class. What contribution did you make that you’re happy with? What 
comments did you appreciate from your fellow students? And what do you wish you had said, what things 
popped into your mind about this class, afterwards?  

Assignment 2: Media monitoring + blog post (10%) 
 
Each student will be assigned a session where they review the key environmental news stories of that 
week, in Australia and abroad, and present these to the class in Pecha Kucha format – 20 slides, 20 seconds 
per slide, 6 minutes 40 in total. (No more than ten stories – so use a minimum of two 20-second slides per 
story, more if it seems appropriate!)  
 
The Environment Media page in NYU Classes - Resources will include links to lots of suggested online 
resources where you can find news stories.  You can use Powerpoint, Keynote, Google Presentation, Prezi 
or even YouTube – whatever method works for you.  Following your presentation, you will write and upload 
a summary blog post of around 200 words with links to our class blog before the following class. (Blog 

instructions are in NYU Classes – Resources.) 
 
Assignment 3: Seminar Presentation + Blog post:  (25%)  

You will present one academic seminar which engages our class in the topic exploring the assigned readings 
for that week. You may use Powerpoint or other presentation software or create notes, and upload your 
presentation summary to NYU classes on the morning of your seminar.  
 
Before the presentation you will select a piece of contemporary journalism about your topic, which the 
class will all read and discuss – please post this at least 24 hours before class. Please bring sufficient paper 
copies of your chosen piece, or ensure a video or audio feature can be accessed online. (If students prefer 
on-screen readers, this may be an alternative to lots of printouts.)  

Following your presentation, you will write and upload a blog post of around 250 words with links and an 
image, to our class blog before the following class.  Your peers will be invited to comment on your blog. 
 
A1, A2 and A3 DUE: VARIOUS DATES; MEDIA MONITOR & SEMINAR ROSTERS POSTED IN NYU CLASSES 
AFTER WEEK 2 

Assignment 4: News Story: (20%)  
Write a news story of 300 – 400 words about environmental issues, following the two major field trips. It 
must include at least one original quote. Submit through Turnitin in NYU Classes as an attached Microsoft 
Word (.doc or .docx) file. Optional: rewrite based on feedback before posting the story on our class blog.  
 
DUE WEEK 6 

Assignment 5: Feature Story Plus Reflection: (30%)  
 
You will be invited to pitch two story ideas to the class in Weeks 8 and 9. These pitches are compulsory 
(but will not be assessed).  Based on feedback, you will select one of these story ideas as the basis for your 
major environmental journalism feature of 800 words. You will submit a complete story and it will be 
edited with suggestions for changes. Your first submission is worth 20 percent of your final grade (and two 
thirds of the mark for this assignment). 
The graded, edited first version of your story will be returned to you in Week 13 - one week after you have 
handed it in.  If you submit at the due date, you then have a week to respond to the feedback and submit 
your Reflection Statement – of 500 words - in response to the feedback. 
Your Reflection is to be submitted before class in Week 14. The Reflection will be worth a third of your 
mark for this assignment – and 10 percent of your final grade.  
 
DUE WEEK 12; edit returned to you Week 13; REFLECTION DUE WEEK 14 



 

 

GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSIONS 

There will be detailed assessment criteria in NYU Classes for each assignment – posted under the 
RESOURCES section of the site. 

Assignments 4 and 5 must be submitted in the NYU Classes as an attached Microsoft Word compatible (.doc 
or .docx) file, so I can edit them and send them back to you with comments.  Please do NOT submit in PDF. 
 
The exception is blog posts – these can be cut-and-pasted into the class blog platform – and seminar notes, 
which can be submitted in any presentation file format that is compatible with Microsoft Powerpoint OR as 
a PDF. 

We will edit some drafts live in class – volunteer your work to get extra in-class assistance on your draft. 

Collaborative work 

Two student-led presentations – a topic seminar and a media monitoring presentation - will occur in ten of 
our seminars. Where there are more than ten students in the class, some of these will be collaborative 
efforts.  
For media monitoring – each student will submit a presentation and blog post and marked individually.  
For topic seminars - students should aim to contribute equally to the presentation and discussion. Each will 
be given the same mark for their joint presentation however they will be marked individually on their blog 
posts. 

Desired  Outcomes 

By the end of this course, students will be able to demonstrate: 

1. Informed engagement with the ‘environmental conversation’ in Australia and its placement in the 
global context. 

2. An understanding of how global environment issues translate into a local news story – and 
conversely, the global relevance of a local environment story. 

3. Analytical skills – through in-class and online discussion of current environmental stories and the 
processes and agendas that shape them.   

4. Research skills – through the development of their own story idea about an environmental topic, 
and in developing sources, pitching a story idea and critiquing a colleague’s story pitch to fit its 
intended audience. 

5. Experience in news-related blogging – from writing a blog post based on their own research 
seminar, to commenting and exploring ideas on another’s blog post, to writing a news story based 
on a field trip / press conference / event and submitting it as a blog post. 

6. Practical application of journalism techniques, from writing a news story to exploring feature 
writing from research to pitch to interview, using observation and construction, from preparing a 
draft to editing a final version, and the translation of a story idea into a written article of a 
standard ready for publication, through their own writing and through peer editing of their 
colleagues’ work. 

Assessment  Components 

1. Participation: (15%) Discuss and contribute in class. Complete pre-class exercises where Feed back 
after each class to our NYU Classes Forum. Comment on the class blog. 
 

2. Media monitoring: (10%) Monitor the environment news in Australia and internationally for one week, 
summarise in class, and submit a summary to the class blog. 
 

3. Seminar:  (25%) Present a fifteen minute in-class seminar on one of the texts, lead ensuing discussion 
AND present a related piece of contemporary environmental journalism for class discussion.  
 



 

 

4. News Story: (20%) 400 words – Due Week 6 
 

5. Feature Story + Reflection: (30%) 800 words + 500 words:  Includes two story pitches in Weeks 8 and 9 
(compulsory but not assessed), and one re-write. 20 marks are given for your original story (due Week 
12) and 10 marks for your reflection following feedback (due Week 14). 

 
NYU Sydney has a strict policy about punctuality, course attendance and late submission of work. Make 
sure you familiarise yourself with the policies on attendance and late submission of work in the NYU 
Sydney Student Handbook. 
Failure to submit or fulfil any required course component results in failure of the class.  

Assessment Expectations 

Grade A:  Performance to an exceptional standard. The student has a thorough knowledge and 
understanding of the topics of the course; the student has participated in all of the activities of the course 
with enthusiasm and contributed generously to the work of their fellow students; all of the student’s work 
includes clear, logical explanations, insight, and original thought and reasoning; the student has produced 
journalistic work that is suitable for publication or that shows a passionate engagement with the course 
material and its academic basis. 

Grade B:  Performance to a good standard. The student shows a good knowledge and understanding of the 
topics of the course; the student has participated in most of the activities of the course with enthusiasm 
and contributed toward the work of their fellow students; all of the student’s work includes coherent 
explanations showing some independent thought and reasoning; the student has contributed towards 
journalistic work that is suitable for publication or that shows a superior standard. 

Grade C:  Performance to a satisfactory standard. The student shows a broad understanding of the 
explanation and reasoning and has participated in most of the activities of the course when required and 
engaged with the work of their fellow students. The student’s work is original and shows an understanding 
of the course on a basic level. Written work is of an acceptable standard. 

Grade D:  Passable performance showing a general and superficial understanding of the course’s topics; 
participation in class activities has been lacklustre at times; work lacks satisfactory insight, analysis or 
reasoned explanations. Written work is of a basic standard. 

Grade F:  Unsatisfactory performance in all assessed criteria. Written work is weak, unfinished or not 
submitted. 

Required Text(s) 

No single text to purchase.  Some set weekly readings are compulsory. Typically, you will be assigned 
around 60 pages to read each week, plus additional video and audio where relevant, although the quantity 
of material will vary.  
 
There will be extra optional readings allocated each week also.  You are encouraged to read these if you 
can. 
 
Most readings are listed in your syllabus, and additional readings will be logged in the ‘Resources: Readings’ 
section of NYU Classes, usually a week before the class where the reading is required. 
There will be at least three to four compulsory field trips, at least one outside class time. 
 

Supplemental Texts(s) (not required to purchase as copies are in NYU-L ibrary) 

Please read through the NYU Journalism Handbook for students – a copy is in the Resources section of NYU 
Classes. We will refer to this guide to help resolve any ethical or procedural issues in journalism practice. 
 
You are advised to read widely on environmental issues.- the ‘Environment Media Guide’ in the Resources 
section of NYU Classes has a big list of suggested sites and sources. 

 



 

 

Internet Research  Guidelines 

 
You will be expected to familiarise yourself with basic newspaper databases such as Factiva, Lexis-Nexis 
and Library Press Display.  Students are encouraged to explore the resources available to them at the State 
Library of NSW in Macquarie St, Sydney (join the library to use local databases) or at the University of 
Technology Sydney library, near UrbanEst. 
  

Additional  Equipment  

 
You’re welcome to bring a laptop, tablet or smartphone with wifi internet access to class so that we can 
use it at the appropriate time, however we can also use the computer lab for class where necessary.  
 
Useful tools :  A recording device for interviews (a smartphone recorder is fine); still camera and / or video 
camera (also ok to use phone tools);  an account with Skype or Google Hangout for interviews.  Students 
will find Powerpoint or similar presentation software (Keynote / Prezi / Google slideshow) useful for 
leading their seminar. (You may record telephone and personal interviews, but ask sources for permission 
before recording interviews.) 

 

Classroom Etiquette  

This is a seminar subject and requires active participation. It also requires respectful and engaged 
discussion, including listening to and showing consideration for other points of view.  
 

We’ll aim to have one or possibly two short stretch-breaks during class; students are expected to stick to 
the time agreed to return.   

 
Students are encouraged to engage with the course online and may bring tablets, smartphones and laptops 
to class to help them do so; however during session it is expected that these must be turned off unless used 
for a class activity. Texting during class is regarded as rude and disrespectful.  
 
LIDS DOWN applies during the class except where we use technology for research. Classroom etiquette 
assumes that students will switch off cellphones and pay the live humans in your class respectful attention, 
using web access only at the times relevant to this seminar. Students are asked to always close all devices 
in the presence of a guest speaker. 
 

Required Co-curricular Activities  

Field Trips – x 3 [subject to change] 

1. Towra and Botany Bay (Week 4 – Fri Feb 28 – tbc - outside class) 
2. Wolli Creek (Week 5  – during class time, with an early start) 
3. NSW Parliament (Week 7 –  during class, normal timeframe) 

 
There may be other external trips – eg walking to green buildings at Barangaroo or a Sustainable House 
 

Your Instructor 

Fran Molloy holds a BA from the University of Sydney, a Grad Cert in Communication from Charles Sturt 
University in Bathurst and a Masters in Journalism from the UTS Sydney, and photography qualifications 
from Hammersmith College, UK.  She has taught media studies and online, feature and news journalism for 
over a decade at UTS, UNSW, and Southern Cross University and has taught at NYU Sydney since the campus 
opened in Fall 2012.  
 
Outside NYU, Fran co-ordinates the Freeline journalist collective and works as a freelance journalist, 
writing for a range of outlets including the Sydney Morning Herald, ABC Health and Science Online, G 
Magazine, South China Morning Post and many other Australian and international publications.  She has 
previously worked as a journalist, producer and researcher for various newspapers, radio and TV outlets. 
and was Manager of the Australian Centre for Independent Journalism (ACIJ) for several years.    



 

 

 
 

Sessions by week 

 

W Date Environment Topic J Practice Work Due 

1 05-Feb Introduction Blog / profile   

2 11-Feb Genesis of a movement News values   

3 19-Feb Urban sprawl, cities, NIMBYS - and where humans live Journalistic writing   

4 26-Feb Feral invaders and Biosecurity Interviewing   

4A 28-Feb Field Trip 1: HALF DAY: Botany Bay / Towra      

5 05-Mar Field Trip 2: Wolli Creek     

6 12-Mar Air: Pollution, Carbon and Greenhouse Gas Deadline writing NEWS STORY - due Fri 

- 19-Mar SEMESTER BREAK     

7 26-Mar Field Trip 3: NSW PARLIAMENT  How To Pitch   

8 02-Apr Climate Change - The Big Issue Story research PITCH 1 DUE 

9 09-Apr Energy: Renewable v Fossil, Solar/Wind v Gas / Coal   Feature Writing  PITCH 2 DUE 

10 16-Apr 

Oceans and Reefs, Rising Sea, Melting Ice, Killing 

Whales Sources for Courses   

11 23-Apr Rivers and Water Wars  WORKSHOP  Draft to workshop 

12 30-Apr 

Food Futures: permaculture, organic, GM v 

monoculture   FEATURE draft DUE 

13 07-May Population and Over-Consumption Copy editing   

14 14-May 

Solutions: Tech, Political, Legal and Commercial: 

Denial, Divesting & electric cars + getting published FINAL DUE 

   



 

 

 

Session 1 – 5 Feb 

Introduction: Environmental Journalism in Context – and Creating a Web Presence 

An introductory lecture will kick us off.  What is environmental journalism? What’s the context for this class?   

What are our big environment issues: Climate Change is the big environmental issue of our time, crowding 

out everything else; – but what other environment stories make news? What don’t we hear about?  

 

We will talk about the media you consume now – how do you get news about the environment? Are you 

well informed? We will look at how our media has changed – in a multi-faceted media landscape, what news 

gets heard most? 

 

Writing exercise: Introduction 

Students should prepare to introduce themselves and talk about their expectations of this subject, the 

background skills and knowledge they bring, what they can contribute and what they hope to gain.  

 

We will begin with a writing exercise to help us get to know each other. You’ll interview a classmate and 

write a short (one page) profile about that person, then present it to the class. 

Syllabus review and topic allocation 

We will take some time to reflect on the syllabus. You will have a chance to choose several student-led 

tutorial topics that appeal to you; then we will negotiate topic allocation in next week’s class. 

Topics may have one or two presenters. Note that this Syllabus includes allocated topics for just ten of the 

fourteen weeks, with other weeks taken up with activities. There is no presentation in the first two weeks, 

while two weeks mid-session, details to be confirmed, will involve a field trip relevant to environmental 

journalism.  (Another field trip will be held outside class time). 

Once your tutorial topic week is confirmed, you will be allocated a different week for your environment 

news monitoring exercise. Environment news monitoring requires you to watch Australian and international 

media sources and identify the key stories in the Earth Beat for the week. You will select a news story for our 

in-class critique, where we will examine the writer’s techniques, discuss both the worthwhile and the flawed 

aspects of the work and gain tips for our own work.  

OUTCOME:  By Friday – please submit a request to by email for your preferred presentation weeks. You will 

be assigned a news monitoring week when I’ve received all requests. If you don’t send a request, I’ll allocate 

what’s left over after all requests are processed. 

Environment Media in Australia  

Today we will also explore some of the outlets for the publication of environmental journalism.  

You will each be given a mainstream news source to examine. Are there any stories specifically about the 

environment? What stories have an environment component? Does this news source have an agenda / 

position?   



Class Blog 

Students will set up their internet presence for the class blog. Create a Wordpress login and a ‘gravatar’- a 

profile for your blog posts and comments. (If you have an existing wordpress login you are welcome to use 

that – just email your lecturer with the email address associated with that wordpress account.) 

Each student will have the opportunity to participate in the administration and content for our class blog. Do 

you have photography, video, sound engineering or web design skills? Do you want to create a Twitter 

and/or Facebook identity for our class blog? We will talk about these today, time permitting. 

Questions for consideration in today’s class 

• What are the ‘big issues’ in the environmental conversation in Australia?

How do these issues translate to your own regional experience?

• How do we engage in a new media environment as cultural producers?

How does our ease of production / technical engagement affect mainstream news media?

• How can literary journalism help us to think about the environment in Australia and the world?

Activities 

• Interview your classmates and report on them

• Details and criteria for participation and presentation assessment items discussed

• Media Monitoring discussed

• Presentation topics and weeks discussed

• Environment news outlets examined

• Time permitting:  Blog activities explored

Before next class 

• Email your interview profile to your teacher and your interviewee

• Set up your wordpress account on the OZoneNYU class blog – include your profile (you may

edit this if you wish) and a photo or avatar

• Complete the assigned readings

• Select your preferred topics – order from 1 to 3 by preference



 

 

 

Session 2 – 12 Feb 

Environment Topic:   

Genesis of a movement: History, class and the politics of environmental struggle.  

Required readings: 

 

Topic Readings:   

 

Carson, Rachel (1962), excerpt from Silent Spring, Foreword, Ch 1 & 2 [11 pages] 

Ridley, Matt ‘Apocalypse Not,’ Wired Magazine August 2012 [6 pages]  

Rolls, E. 'Timbergetters & Scrub Dwellers,' in The Penguin Book of Australian Bush Writing, ed. John Ross, 

(2011) Camberwell, Vic: Penguin, pp. 191 – 205. ISBN 9780670076413 [14 pages] 

Krien, Anna (2010) Into the Woods: The Battle for Tasmania's Forests - Camp Flozza Collingwood, Vic: Black 

Inc, pp 34-56.  ISBN 9781863954877 [10 pages] 

Journalism Practice Reading (required):   

Lamble, Stephen (2011), Chapter3 ‘News Values’ from News As It Happens pages 33-48  [15 pages] 

Extra Readings (optional): 

Cohen, Ian (1996) Green Fire - ‘Chapter 6 : Daintree – Paradise Lost?’   Sydney: Harper Collins  pp 103-116 

[13 pages] 

Colebatch, Tim (2008) Saviours of the Wilderness remember hard-won triumph, The Age, July 8 2008  [2 

pages] 

Connors, Michael (2012) How the Franklin Protesters Won the Fight in New Matilda, 19 Dec 2012 [2 pages] 

Milne, Christine (2006) ‘Green Politics’ in The Companion to Tasmanian History 

http://www.utas.edu.au/library/companion_to_tasmanian_history/G/Green%20Politics.htm [2 pages]  

Lake Pedder Restoration Committee (1998), Lake Pedder and Franklin River Historical Summary [3 pages] 

from lakepedder.org 

Sparrow, Jeff (2004) ‘The workers' flag is deepest green: Class struggles and the environment’ in Class and 

struggle in Australia seminar series, Australian National University, October 2004   

http://digitalcollections.anu.edu.au/handle/1885/42707  [12 pages]  

Topic summary: 

Wired author Matt Ridley argues that although ‘prophecies of doom’ like Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring have 

become commonplace,  “over the past half century, none of our threatened eco-pocalypses have played out 

as predicted, ”  and goes on to query, “Why should people accept the cataclysmic claims now being made 

about climate change?” 

http://www.utas.edu.au/library/companion_to_tasmanian_history/G/Green%2520Politics.htm
http://digitalcollections.anu.edu.au/handle/1885/42707


 

 

We look at the role that environmental journalism has played in changing perceptions – from Carson’s iconic 

US book ‘Silent Spring’ (serialised in the ‘New Yorker’ in 1962) and, in Australia, through Letters to the Editor 

by self-proclaimed naturalists in the 1800s, and through ‘nature writers’ like Eric Rolls.   

We look briefly at the world’s first Green political party – formed in Tasmania in 1972 based on issues such 

as the flooding of Lake Pedder, pulping of native rainforest and the Franklin Dam – an iconic environmental 

issue in Australia that some believe toppled the national government;  and we explore the role of big 

‘events’ in changing our ways.  

Finally, we look at journalist Anna Krien’s tale about meeting the residents of Camp Flozza, an anarchic 

bunch of hippies and passionate environmentalists trying to preserve Tasmanian wilderness from logging. 

Questions to consider:  

1. How did Rachel Carson and Eric Rolls bring stories about the environment to life? 

 

2. Carson and Rolls were at the edge of their game in the last century.  Do we now take certain 

environmental themes as self-evident? What challenges did these writers have to overcome?  

3. How have we moved on? Where do today’s environment activists fit into this history? Are they ‘standing 

on the shoulders of giants’?  Or do they speak a whole new language?  

4. What do you notice about the way Anna Krien writes? This is called long-form non-fiction narrative; is it 

journalism?  Why or why not? 

5. Does environmental engagement NEED a big, visible cause to get attention? eg  threatened wilderness, 

such as Lake Pedder and the Franklin Dam?  

 

What recent issues have provoked engagement – eg  Deepwater Horizon / Hurricane Sandy ? What role 

does the media play here? 

 

Journalism Practice:  News Basics 

What is News? This topic will explore the techniques, conventions and processes used by traditional news 

media to turn a wealth of information into ‘hard news’. We will consider the history of these processes and 

the consequences of their use. We will compare hard news to different functions and styles of journalism (eg 

editorial / opinion writing) and look how environment stories fit into this structure. 

Class Activity 1:  How to Pechu Kecha 

We will look at a Pechu Kecha presentation on the environment news beat – you will be required to deliver 

this type of presentation during semester. What tools can you use for this? How do you choose a story? 

What is environment news? What questions can we ask about this?  

Class Activity 2:  How to Blog Post 

Part of your assessment includes submitting blog posts. Time permitting - we’ll go live and work on a post 

together about today’s topic.  



Speaker: 

We are fortunate to have Alex Tibbets, who is the National Media Adviser from the Wilderness Society and 

former journalist who has worked on regional news, worked for the Sydney Morning Herald and 

internationally as a reporter. Alex will present on our topic – the environment movement. Prepare to 

interact with him, ask questions and talk about the tension between journalism and environment groups. 

Before next class: 

Comment:  Our first presenter/s and monitor/s will prepare for next class – please speak to your lecturer 

and keep in touch as you prepare.  

Prepare:  Complete the feedback, and lesson / assigned readings for next week – Week 3 

Check NYU Classes on Tuesday afternoon of Week 3 for articles posted by presenter 

Go to Session Index 

NOTE: Sessions after this week may have additional compulsory and optional readings added; journalism 

practice topics may be moved also. Check the online syllabus in NYU Classes each week to be sure your list is 

current.  The *C* readings in NYU Classes are a good guide. 

Week 3 – Feb 19 

Environment Topic:   

Urban sprawl, cities, NIMBYS - and where humans live 

Required Readings:   

Topic reading: 

Angel, Jeff (2008), ‘Chapter: Sustainable City,’ in Green is Good: An Insider's Account of the Battle for a Green 

Australia. Sydney: ABC Books ISBN: 9780730498322 page 177-208  [31 pages] {easy read} 

Kingsley, Patrick (2013) Masdar: the shifting goalposts of Abu Dhabi's ambitious eco-city (Wired UK 17-Dec-

2013) 

Hurley, Ben (2012) ‘Urban sustainability isn’t about green gizmos’ in SMH, 30 Nov 2012 [2 pages] 

Stevens, Kim (2014) ‘New city plan under fire as talks begin’ in Brisbane Times, 3 Feb 2014 [2 pages] 

Video (Required)  

Glaeser, Ed (2012) ‘Triumph of the City’ (video, 9:55) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdKww_fpmmQ 

Journalism Practice Reading:   

Granato, Len (1991) Reporting and Writing News Sydney: Prentice Hall, Ch 7 – Journalistic Writing 

Conventions pages 86-93 [7 pages] 

Extra Readings (optional): 

Benfield, Kaid  (2012) ‘The Fiscal Conservative's Case Against Sprawl’ in The Atlantic, Sep 18,  2012 



 

 

Hurley, Ben (2012) ‘ Embrace the McMansion: US Expert’ in SMH, 26 May 2012  [2 pages] 

Fowler, Andrew (2011) ‘Against the Wind: Transcript’ Four Corners, ABC  (watch video online or read 

transcript) http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/stories/2011/07/25/3274758.htm [14 pages] 

MacLeod, Andrew (2012), ‘Drawing the line around our city,’ SMH, June 14, 2012 [1 page] 

Marohn , Charles (2012) ‘The American Suburbs are a giant Ponzi scheme’ in Grist, 22 June 2011 

http://grist.org/sprawl/2011-06-22-the-american-suburbs-are-a-giant-ponzi-scheme/  

Morrisey, Lily (2012) ‘Ed Glaeser’s links in genius chain, sure, but what’s the plan guys?’ The Fifth Estate, 

http://www.thefifthestate.com.au/archives/35925  [ 2 pages] 

Perinotto, Tina (2012) ‘John Brogden on UrbanGrowth NSW: This is not a rebadged Landcom’ in the Fifth 

Estate, 12 September 2012  http://www.thefifthestate.com.au/archives/38524/ [4 pages] 

Wikipedia – NIMBY http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NIMBY  

Topic summary: 

Today we look at competing arguments about cities.  The environmental conversation around cities is 

changing. Per capita, on a number of measures, city living causes less environmental harm than housing in 

suburbs or in the countryside. But cities have their problems – such as ‘urban heat islands,’ concentrated 

pollution and the impact of megacities. Should humans have a ‘right’ to choose where we live?  

We explore urban sprawl, megacities – and the claims of those who object to development in cities.  Are 

local anti-development groups a critical part of community protection? Or do they represent a form of 

‘environmental racism’ that pushes development into areas where residents have less political clout? 

Questions to consider:  

1.  Should humans keep right out of the wild?  

2.  Are skyscrapers environmentally friendly?  

3.  What are NIMBYs and BANANAs?  Do they all have the same arguments? Does ‘environmental racism’ 

exist? 

4.  Is the urban sprawl argument used by developers to maximise profits by building high-rise?  

5.  Is urban sprawl eating our food baskets?   

6. What will the cities of the future look like? Can cities be created – or are places like Masdar destined to be 

empty showcases? Is it better to ‘retrofit’ our existing cities or build good sustainable lasting cities from the 

ground up? 

Journalism Practice:  Writing like a journalist  

 

This is a practical session, where we explore the process of writing a news story and get ready to write a 

story of our own, after our field trips to Towra Point and to Wolli Creek in the next few weeks.  

http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/stories/2011/07/25/3274758.htm
http://grist.org/sprawl/2011-06-22-the-american-suburbs-are-a-giant-ponzi-scheme/
http://www.thefifthestate.com.au/archives/35925
http://www.thefifthestate.com.au/archives/38524/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NIMBY


 

 

We will look at the structure of news. Your first assignment is a news story which will follow the traditional 

‘pyramid’ format, where you put your key ‘news values’ at the top of the story and include the 5Ws and H. 

 

We will look at the traditional writing style used by journalists – active, direct language, and a concise 

summary of ‘facts’; this is different to the academic writing most of you are familiar with.  

In-class writing exercises:  

Part 1: Identifying the news lead 

 

Part 2: Putting a news story together  

Before next class:    

Feedback: File your feedback about today’s class and your own contribution, in NYU Classes 

 

Comment:  Comment on our first presenter and media monitor’s blog posts online, before next class!  

Prepare:  Complete the assigned readings and quiz for next week  

 

Week 4 – Biodiversity / Feral Invaders – Feb 26 

Environment Topic:  Feral invaders - from people to rabbits 

Film:  Cane Toads: An Unnatural History (Time permitting, we will watch part of this in class)  

Required Readings:     

Topic reading: 

Flannery, Tim (1994) ‘Ch 13: What a piece of work is man,’ The Future Eaters, NY: Grove Press pp.136-143  

ISBN 0802139434 [8 pages] 

 

Low, Tim (2001) Feral Future: The untold story of Australia's exotic invaders Introduction (pages xix-xxv) and 

‘Ch 10: When Beauty is the Beast’ (pp72-80) Ringwood, Vic: Penguin Books ISBN 0140298258 [6 + 8 pages] 

Rolls, Eric (1969),   ‘The Spread: The Next 14 years,’ They All Ran Wild. Sydney: Angus & Robertson, pp. 28-44 

(18 pages) 

Flannery, Tim (2012) ‘Dead and Dying: Our Great Mammal Crisis’ in SMH, Nov 19, 2012 [4 pages] 

Neindorf (2013) ‘Parody Tune gets weed message across to farmers’  

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-12-20/nrn-gotye-weeds/5169078  

 

Journalism Practice Reading: (required)  

Duncan J, (1993) "Questions: The Key to Success" in The Front Page and Beyond, Sydney:  Australian Centre 

for Independent Journalism, 1993, Volume 4, Lecture 3, pp. 1-37 

Extra Readings (optional): 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-12-20/nrn-gotye-weeds/5169078


 

 

Baker, Jeannie (1995), ‘The Story of Rosy Dock’ (and ‘Desert River’) – children’s picture book, Sydney: 

Random House (PDF in NYUClasses) [10 pages] 

Bowman, David (2012) ‘Elephants on Grass,’ The Conversation, 10 Feb 201 [3 pages] 

 

Inman, Matthew (2012) The Oatmeal: How much do cats kill? Cartoon / Infographic [9 pages] 

Low, Tim and Norris, Andrew (2011) Managing Feral Animals, Dept of Environment [42 pages]  

 

Rothwell, Nick (2012) ‘Owners of the land become its saviours’ in The Australian, 9 June 2012 [2 pages] 

Topic summary: 

Australian kids grow up with environmental education in schools. Trips to National Parks, gardens and 

museums highlight the problems of feral species. Despite this, feral pests have decimated native flora and 

fauna and Australia has lost more mammals to extinction than any other country, with much of it through 

habitat degradation from introduced species. Today we look at feral plants, feral animals and the 

devastation they have caused to native species. 

Questions to consider:  

1.  What challenges are faced by an island continent? How do Australia’s issues with invasive species differ 

from the US?  

2.  Feral invaders contribute greatly to local species extinction; but are exotic invaders just proving Darwin 

right? Are they better adapted – and so deserve to win? 

3.  Is a feral invader OK if we can eat it?  

 

4. Who should control feral pests? Are farmers part of the problem – or part of the solution? 

FIELD TRIPS 

We will talk about our two field trips coming up – back to back – and how to maximize our use 

of these to find a news story for our assessment task. 

 

Week 4A – Friday Feb 28  

Towra Point FIELD TRIP   

To be advised. We will travel by bus to the bird wetlands, explore the coastal dunes, look at 

population and land use and weed invasion problems – and hopefully find some interesting 

news stories.  

FIELD TRIP : October 26 

 

KURNELL PENINSULAR :  Is the site of Cook’s landing a stinking mess?   
¾ day to Kurnell peninsular (8:30 to 5:30pm)  

Our guide:  Principal, NSW Department of Education Botany Bay Field Studies Centre, John Atkins 

Readings:    In NYU Classes 

http://theoatmeal.com/comics/cats_actually_kill


 

 

AIM: explore: 

• Kurnell National Park – Botany Bay Field Studies Centre  

• Towra Point Wetlands (protected area, will apply for permission to tour) 

• Caltex oil refinery – recently announced closure (pass by) 

• Controversial desalination plant to turn seawater into drinking water (pass by) 

• Breen Holdings - sandmining underground - discuss the alternatives / before and after 

• Australand site for 400+ homes under development in sensitive dune rehabilitation area (will 

try to get an Australand rep to talk to us) 

• New urban centre at Sharks football ground on old tip – planning proposal under 

consideration 

Relevant to topics:   

• Feral invaders (eg rabbits, foxes and Caelurpa taxifolia invasion of Peninsula coast) 

• Water (desalination plant) 

• Preserving wild spaces in an urban environment – sand dunes, Towra wetlands  

• Urban sprawl versus town centres, development in sensitive areas 

 

Draft Timetable:  
8:30 am - bus leaves UrbanEst   

9:30 am – Stop to view new development of football ground 

9:50 am – Desal plant, refinery  

10-12 - View Kurnell National Park, whale watch points and Towra Point Wetlands 

12- 12:30  Australand site 

12:30 – Lunch – eat at Cronulla mall 

If students vote we can stop at the beach for 30 minutes for a swim! 

1:30 pm – return drive to UrbanEst 

2:30 pm – arrive back 

 

Week 5 – March 5  

WOLLI CREEK FIELD TRIP   

We will meet at Central station and catch train to Bexley North. 

Our guide Peter Stevens will take us through the Wolli Creek area. 

NOTE:  Wear decent walking shoes. If weather is outrageously bad, we may cancel – but it will 

need to be really terrible!  

Detailed Instructions will be posted online and emailed to you before the field trip. 

 
Week 6 – 12 Mar    Air Pollution, Carbon and Greenhouse Gas 

Required Readings:     

Topic reading: 

Hobbs, Bernie (2012) ‘The carbon cycle: blink and you won't miss it’  

http://www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2012/02/29/3442312.htm 

What the hell is in Beijing’s Air?  http://www.theguardian.com/environment/graphic/2013/jan/15/what-in-

beijing-polluted-air?intcmp=239  

http://www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2012/02/29/3442312.htm
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/graphic/2013/jan/15/what-in-beijing-polluted-air?intcmp=239
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/graphic/2013/jan/15/what-in-beijing-polluted-air?intcmp=239


 

 

Denyer, Simon ‘In China’s war on bad air, government decision to release data gives fresh hope’  Washington 

Post, Feb 3 2014  http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/in-chinas-war-on-bad-air-government-decision-

to-release-data-gives-fresh-hope/2014/02/02/5e50c872-8745-11e3-a5bd-844629433ba3_story.html  

Stromberg ‘Air pollution a problem since Ancient Rome’ in Smithsonian  

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/air-pollution-has-been-a-problem-since-the-days-of-ancient-

rome-3950678/  

Journalism Practice Reading: (required)  

Cook, Gareth (2005) ‘Ch 17 - Deadline writing’ in ‘A Field Guide for Science Writers: Official Guide of the 

National Association of Science Writers,’  New York :Oxford University Press, 2005, pages 111-117 [6 pages] 

 

 

SEMESTER BREAK 

 

Week 7 – 26 Mar  

NSW PARLIAMENT FIELD TRIP   

To be advised. We have been invited to a session with NSW Greens Senator Jeremy 

Buckingham at NSW Parliament – this is a privilege and a great opportunity to see state 

parliament live.  

We will meet in class and have a briefing before walking to Parliament. 

This will be great fun! 

Week 8 – Oct 31  

Environment Topic:  Climate Change – The Big Issue  

Topic Readings (required):  NOTE – THESE MAY CHANGE – CHECK NYU CLASSES! 

Cubby, Ben et al: ‘Where even the Earth is melting’, SMH 28 Nov 2012 [3 pages]  

‘It’s the End of the World as we know it’  SMH 3 Dec 2012 [2 pages] 

‘Six Degrees of Devastation’ SMH 8 Dec, 2012  [4 pages] 

 

Faherty, Matt ‘Don’t let the Left define Environment’ in Heartland Institute blog, Sep 5 2013 [ 

McNair, Brian ‘The Science of Reporting Climate Change’ in The Conversation, 24 Mar 2011 [4 pages]  

Lyall, Sarah ‘Heat Flood or Icy Cold, Extreme Weather rages worldwide’ in New York Times, 10 Jan 2013 [4 p] 

 

Reuters/Age (2012) ‘Doha climate talks end with a whimper as weak Kyoto Plan extended’ Dec 9 2012 [1 p] 

Journalism Practice Reading (required):   

http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/in-chinas-war-on-bad-air-government-decision-to-release-data-gives-fresh-hope/2014/02/02/5e50c872-8745-11e3-a5bd-844629433ba3_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/in-chinas-war-on-bad-air-government-decision-to-release-data-gives-fresh-hope/2014/02/02/5e50c872-8745-11e3-a5bd-844629433ba3_story.html
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/air-pollution-has-been-a-problem-since-the-days-of-ancient-rome-3950678/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/air-pollution-has-been-a-problem-since-the-days-of-ancient-rome-3950678/


 

 

Grundy, Bruce (2012) Researching Things  

PLUS  Reportage Online – How to Pitch Your Story 

Extra Readings (optional): 

Australian Centre for Independent Journalism (2011)  A sceptical Climate: Media coverage of climate change 

in Australia – extract [14 pages] 

Chestney, Nina (2013) Emissions could cut climate damage by 60%, ABC Science, 14 Jan 2013 [2 pages] 

GetUp (2012) Climate Change – Our New Normal (Infographic) Jan 2013 [1 page] 

Flannery, Tim (2005), Chapters 24 & 25, 'The Road to Kyoto' & 'Cost' in The Weather Makers. Melbourne: 

Text Publishing, pp222-238. [16 pages] ISBN 9781920885846 

Green, Jonathan ‘How can anything rival climate change’ ABC Drum, 6 Dec 2012 [4 pages] 

Höhne, Niklas & Vieweg, Marion ‘Doha: The price of Kyoto continuity’ republished in Climate Spectator, 10 

Dec 2012 [2 pages] 

Australian Dept of Climate Change (2012) IPCC IntergovtPanel on Climate Change Fact Sheet [3 pages]  

Newman, Maurice  (2012) ‘Losing their religion as evidence cools off’ in The Australian, 5 Nov 2012  [2 

pages] 

Newman, Maurice  (2012) ‘ABC Clique in control of Climate’ in The Australian, 18 Dec 2012  [2 pages] 

Plummer, Neil (2013) What’s Causing Australia’s Heat Wave? The Conversation, 18 Jan 2013 [5 pages] 

 

Prince’s Rainforest Project  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boEDMVNAPk4 

Smith, Mark Stafford et al (2011) Rethinking Adaptation for a 4C warmer World, Philosophical Transactions 

of the Royal Society, 2011 369 192-216 [22 pages] 

World Bank (2012) ‘Turn down the heat: Why a 4⁰C Warmer World Must be Avoided,’ Executive Summary, 

pages xiii-xviii [7 pages] 

Topic summary: 

Anthropogenic global warming – an increase in the mean surface temperature of the earth caused by human activity – 

is more commonly called Climate Change. It’s the game-changer, the biggest environmental issue our planet has faced. 

Over the last century, the mean surface temperature of Earth increased by around 0.8 °C.  

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) fourth major report, in 2007, stated this century, global surface 

temperature will rise between 2 and 6 degrees Celsius (about 5 to 11 F).  

 

The next IPCC climate model projection TO BE RELEASED THIS MONTH, SEPT 2013 – BEFORE THIS CLASS! is predicted to 

be more serious. 

The debate about whether climate change is caused by humans barely rates a mention among serious credible 

scientists; scientific consensus supports the theory that the cause is increased ‘greenhouse gas’ concentration 

produced by burning fossil fuels, deforestation and other polluting activities.   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boEDMVNAPk4


 

 

 

But the debate rages with many political conservatives arguing the crisis has been exaggerated to threaten the 

economic status quo and destabilise industry. The media plays a strong role in furthering this debate. 

Today we discuss the formal actions in place to deal with climate change – mainly the Kyoto Protocol, extended at the 

last minute in talks in Qatar at the end of 2012 – and the role the media plays in the weaseley responses from national 

governments. 

Questions to consider:   

1. Why do we report climate sceptics’ views if 97% of scientists agree on anthropogenic climate change? If climate 

change is so widely accepted – do we need to present both sides of the story? Does ‘equal time’ mean crackpots 

get too much air? 

2. Reading the proliferation of comments on any climate change article that don’t go much beyond ‘Am not!’ ‘Is Too! 

– is the public apathetic, ignorant, self-absorbed, correct - or not represented in comments? 

3. What role does the news media play in action to slow climate change? Have they been obstructive? 

4. What is stopping the adoption of renewable energy? 

5. Has ‘the left’ of politics hijacked the issue of ‘the environment’? Why has conservative politics become anti-climate 

change science? 

 

Journalism Practice:  PITCH 1 is due 

 

Week  9 – 9 April  

Environment Topic:   

Energy: Renewable v Fossil, Solar/Wind v Gas / Coal   

Required Readings:     

Topic reading: 

Barrett, Neil ‘Waubra: The way the wind blows’ http://www.vicwind.org.au/waubra-videos also at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTAi0DuI3e8 [12 mins]  Sep 17, 2013  

Four Corners - Video: The Gas Rush (essential viewing) 21 Feb 2011, view online [43 minutes] 

http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/special_eds/20110221/gas/default.htm  

Cleary, Paul ‘One Law for the Mines’ in The Australian, 11 Aug 2012 [3 pages] 

Adams, Vanessa ‘Mining and the Environment: The Future of Australia’s Brand’ in The Conversation, 11 Jul 

2012 http://theconversation.edu.au/mining-and-the-environment-the-future-of-australias-brand-8094   [ 4 

pages] 

 

Journalism Practice Reading (required):   

http://www.vicwind.org.au/waubra-videos
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTAi0DuI3e8
http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/special_eds/20110221/gas/default.htm
http://theconversation.edu.au/mining-and-the-environment-the-future-of-australias-brand-8094


 

 

Lamble, Stephen (2010) ‘Chapter 11:Feature Writing’ in News as it happens: an introduction to journalism 

South Melbourne, Vic. Oxford University Press, 2010 pp 189-203 [14 pages] 

Extra Readings (optional): 

AGL (2012) ‘We Want CSG’ Mythbusting promotional literature [2 pages] 

Cleary, Paul ‘Mine Field’ (2012) Collingwood, Vic: Black Inc Books, Introduction, pages 2-18 [16 pages] 

 

Collins, Sarah Jane (2012) Shock And Ore, The Global Mail, 14 Dec 2012 [8 pages] 

Cousins, Geoffrey (2012) The Kimberley: The Right Thing or Ka-ching? The Global Mail, 19 Jul 2012 [8 pages] 

Crook, Andrew (2013) ‘Whitehaven stunt among best environmental hoaxes’ [4 pages] 

Lock The Gate Alliance (2012) CSG Fact Sheet 

Marx, Anthony (2013) ‘Fitzroy catchment miners release 'diluted' cocktail of toxic wastewater into flooded 

river,’ Courier Mail, 4 Feb 2013 [3 pages] 

Scenic Hills Association (2012) – Flyer, ‘Stop AGLs Coal Seam Gas Field in the Scenic Hills of South West 

Sydney’  

Validakis, Vicky (2012) Community worried about environment despite support for coal project, Australian 

Mining, 18 Oct 2013 [3 pages]  

Wilkinson, Marian and Cohen, Janine  ‘Gina Rinehart:  The Power of One ‘ ABC TV Four Corners    Watch 

online [length 46:22] OR read transcript:  

http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/stories/2012/06/20/3529598.htm  [8 pages] 

Browse: Website: Coal Seam Gas – by the numbers 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/specials/coal-seam-gas-by-the-numbers/   

 

Video: Bimblebox (we may watch part of this in class – time permitting) 

(available online at http://www.smh.com.au/tv/Documentary/Bimblebox-4290702.html – ad-heavy) 

Topic summary: 

Burning fossil fuels contributes hugely to climate change. Coal is particularly bad. Mining provides jobs and 

raw materials for many items we now consider essential – but it is the cause of massive deforestation, 

pollution, carbon dioxide emissions, and other greenhouse gas emissions like methane.  

 

Paul Cleary says Australian governments are addicted to the taxes they derive from mining revenue and held 

to ransom by the fossil fuel lobby; environmental legislation pays lip-service and is poorly enforced. 

Let’s talk about digs; who benefits, who misses out – and what it does to the planet.  

Wind: why is there so much opposition?  Solar energy : why hasn’t it taken off?  

http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/stories/2012/06/20/3529598.htm
http://www.abc.net.au/news/specials/coal-seam-gas-by-the-numbers/
http://www.smh.com.au/tv/Documentary/Bimblebox-4290702.html


 

 

 

Questions for Discussion: 

1. Is Australia addicted to mining revenue? Does the World Bank have a coal problem? 

2. Are powerful mining / polluting interests losing control of the debate? Or are governments guilty of tick-a-box 

environmental protection that achieves little? 

3. What might happen if Gina Rinehart got control of Fairfax? 

4. How legitimate is activism against coal mining? Should shareholders be protected – or is it their choice to invest in 

high risk ventures that attract opposition – so they should bear the cost? 

5. What is Beyond Zero Emissions? What will a low-energy future look like? 

 

Journalism Practice:  Writing a feature  

Week 10 – 16 Apr 

Environment Topic:   

Oceans and Reefs, Rising Sea, Melting ice, Killing Whales 

Required Readings:    Topic: 

Mitchell, Alana (2008) Prologue and Chapter one in ‘Seasick: the global ocean in crisis’ pp 6-40 London: 

Murdoch Books [35 pages] 

Reuters / Age (2012) ‘Sea levels rising faster than UN projections: study’ Nov 28, 2012 [1 page] 

Topic Video [online]: 

Online video:  Can Coral Reefs survive the 21st Century?  ABC Future Forum with Robyn Williams [58 mins]  

(watch online, or download the audio podcast and listen while you go for a run or a walk) 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2012-07-22/can-coral-reefs-survive-the-21st-century/4146708 

[Required: first ten minutes; optional: the whole video] 

Journalism Practice Reading (required):   

Sources for Courses – details tba 

Extra Readings (optional): 

Catlin Seaview Survey (2012)  ‘Healthy deep reefs found beneath decimated areas of Great 
Barrier Reef’ 26 Dec 2012 [4 pages] 
 
Hunt, Colin (2012), ‘What is Gladstone’s LNG development really doing to the environment?’ in 
The Conversation, 20 October 2011 [4 pages] 
 
Oliver-Smith (2009) Sea Level Rise and the Vulnerability of Coastal Peoples, UN-EHS, 2009 [56 
pages] 
 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2012-07-22/can-coral-reefs-survive-the-21st-century/4146708


 

 

Painting, Rob (2013) ‘Ocean Heat came back to haunt Australia’ in Skeptical Science, 15 Jan 2013 
[2 pages] 
 
Seck, Naomi (2012) ‘Stark evidence of polar ice melt’ SMH 3 Dec 2012 [1 page]  
 
Silverwood, Tim (2011) “The Great Garbage Patch exposed” in ABC Science, 12 Sep 2011 [4 pages]  
 
Spalding, Mark (2010) Climate and Oceans, Consultative Group on Biological Diversity [26 pages] 
 
University of QLD Global Change Institute (2010) Living With Healthy Oceans Fact Sheet [2 pages] 
 
Data website (browse): 
 
Surging Seas: Sea Level Rise Analysis by Climate Central  http://sealevel.climatecentral.org/  
(Map of ‘Lower 48’ US states shows threats from sea level rise and storm surge to 3000+ coastal 
towns, cities, counties and states by zip or name, estimates of rises predicted by 2020.) 
 
Topic summary: 

Global population distribution has become skewed towards coastal living, and by 1998, more than half of all humans 

lived and worked in a coastal strip just 200 km wide, and two-thirds (4 billion) lived within 400 km of a coast. But all this 

human activity has driven rapid change throughout the planet’s oceans and coasts.  

 

Marine environments are threatened by ocean warming, ocean acidification, rising sea levels, unsustainable fishing, 

pollution and coastal development. 

Over half of the world’s coral reefs are seriously threatened or destroyed, seagrass meadows and mangroves have 

significantly reduced in size. Enormous collections of human litter are accumulating in at least three ocean gyres, slowly 

poisoning marine creatures. 

 

We are seeing summer melting of permafrost – areas of our planet that have remained frozen for millennia – and our 

polar ice caps have become less stable. Extreme weather events are becoming more common and millions more people 

have been affected.  

Questions to consider:   

1. What challenges face our marine environment? How do these affect humans? 
2. What can be done about sea level rise? 
3. Some of the worst damage from Hurricane Sandy was caused by a storm surge; with a base 

sea level rise of 20cm over the last century, can we afford more coastal development?  
Whose houses will get saved by fortressing? 

4. Has our throwaway society turned landfill into seafill? 
5. What chance is there for coral reefs? 
6. Is ocean heat misunderstood? How significant is this phenomenon? What are the long-term 

impacts of a heating ocean? 

 

Before next class:    

Comment:  Comment on presenter and media monitor’s blog posts online, before next class!  

Prepare:  Complete the assigned readings for next week [xx pages plus video] 

Check NYU Classes on for articles posted by presenter 

 

http://sealevel.climatecentral.org/


 

 

Week 11: 23 April  

Rivers and Water Wars  

Required Readings:     

Water, Rivers and Dryland Salinity  

Readings: 

 

Wahlquist, Asa (2008) ‘Thirsty Country’ and 'The Murray Darling Basin' pp 142-179 Crows Nest: 

Allen and Unwin ISBN 9781741754841 

 

Wilkinson, Marian (2011)  ‘Backlash in the Basin’ Four Corners – watch online or read transcript 

http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/stories/2011/03/07/3153385.htm  

 

Questions for Discussion: 

1. Food versus environment:  who wins? Should it be a choice? 

2. One salinity remediation involves planting salt-tolerant flora. Is this a problem? 

3. Are farmers custodians – or land rapers?  

4. How can you report this issue with balance? How can you declare your bias so you can report 

fairly? 

Journalism Practice Reading:   

Extra Readings (Optional): 

Journalism Practice Part 1:  Working on the Nut Graph – the lead plus one 

How do you get your reader on board with the complex issue you are writing about in your feature? The ‘nut 

graph’ gives context to your story.  Today we will look at some tips on how to summarise, strip down and 

liven up your paragraphs.  This will be a very brief session. 

Journalism Practice Part 2:  Structure  Lamble, Stephen (2010) ‘Structuring a feature’ from News as it 

happens, pages 199-201 [4 pages] 

What happens after the lead? Where do I put the research? Do I keep all the information from one interview 

together, or do I divide the story into different sub-topics? How should it end?We’ll have a brief session on 

structuring your feature – bring in your draft for an in-class workshop  

  

http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/stories/2011/03/07/3153385.htm


 

 

 

Week 12 – 28 Nov 

Food Futures: permaculture, organic, GM 

Required Readings:     

Topic reading: 

Cotter, Janet (2011) Busting the GM myths: a view from Greenpeace in The Conversation, 17 Oct 2011 [5 

pages]  

Cribb, Julian ‘The Coming Famine’ – excerpt in NY Times, 24 Aug 2010 [9 pages] 

Gettler, Leon  (2012) Food Security v Land Use Fifth Estate, 17 Sep 2012 [2 pages] 

Monbiot, George (2012)  Hunger Games from The Guardian, Aug 2012 [5 pages] 

Mulcaster, Glenn (2004) ‘Making a mess of his life,’ The Age, Feb 12 2004 [2 pages]   

Extra Readings (optional): 

Finkel, Elizabeth (2011) Brave New Wheat’ Cosmos Magazine 12 Dec 2011 [3 pages]  

 

Finkel, Elizabeth (2010) Crisis in Australia’s Seed Banks Cosmos Magazine 30 Sep 2010 [5 pages] 

Herbert, Bronwyn (2010) Seed bank 'icon' under threat, ABC World Today [2 pages] 

Mogelgaard, Kathleen ‘How does Climate Change figure into Feed the Future initiative? [4 pages] 

Molloy, Fran (2008), ‘Backyard Answer to Energy Crisis,’ The Sydney Morning Herald, Mar 19, 2008 [2 pages] 

Neales, Sue (2012) ‘Urban sprawl, mining, reserves biting into best farmland’ The Australian, 28 May 12 [1 

page] 

Sullivan, Rachel (2011) ‘The Only Way is Up’ Fast Thinking, March 2011  [3 pages] 

Topic summary: 

 

Any society is only three square meals away from revolution, argued Dumas. (Monbiot suggests we’re four hot meals 

away from anarchy.) Crabbe is not the first, nor will he be the last, to predict mass starvation. But history shows us that 

in times of great turmoil, famine happens. China’s Great Famine, fifty years ago, killed 45 million people; around 1.5 

million starved to death in the Siege of Leningrad in World War II, while the 1983 famine in Ethiopia killed around 

400,000 people.  A push towards biofuels will only exacerbate the problem of galloping climate change, rocketing fuel 

costs, mass soil erosion and water shortages. 

Despite being able to hold the entire works of Shakespeare in the palm of our hand and talk to someone at the North 

Pole in seconds, we have forgotten how to feed ourselves. Anyone who has read Cormac McCarthy’s eco-apocalyptic 

horror ‘The Road’ will cringe at the thought of how our societies will weather a 6 degree rise in temperature. 

Why is food security discussed so little in our media? Have we become dangerously complacent? Do you know how to 

grow tomatoes?  How much space would it take to provide your family’s food needs?  



Questions for Discussion: 

1. Is permaculture promoting exotic invaders? Can we make a new kind of forest?

2. Are we on the brink of starvation? Is Crabbe’s ‘Coming Famine’ an argument against city

living?

3. What is food? What do you eat – and where does it come from?

4. Is locally grown food inefficient? Are ‘locavorism,’ and ‘food miles’ rich-person

indulgences?

Journalism Practice: Editing your work AND Reflection  

How do you write a reflective piece? What’s your response to an editor’s feedback? What do you change, 

what do you defend?  How do you move from edit to formal submission? 

WEEK 13 – May 7 

Population and consumerism: the human challenge to our environment 

In 2011, the world’s population reached 7 billion.  That’s a staggering number of people – and many 

predict that we will reach 9 billion within three decades. 

There’s no doubt the world’s population is growing; but it is growing slower, and is declining in rich 

countries.  But rich countries are the ones that consume and throw away ever increasing amounts 

of stuff.    

There’s strong evidence to back the argument that increasing wealth leads to reduced family sizes. 

But as a country or a family’s wealth grows – so does their consumption.  

Will falling population have any impact on the environment? Or will rising wealth equate to more 

and more consumption, making the planet suffer more? 

Required Readings:   

Topic reading: 

Seccombe (2013) What happens when half the world stops making babies? 

Simms, Andrew (2011) guardian.co.uk, Tuesday 1 November 2011 A rising population is not the problem – 

growing inequality is 

Leonard, Annie  The Story of Stuff 

Wise (2013) – Forget overcrowding, population could start declining 

Extra Readings (optional): 



Rosling, Hans  http://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_on_global_population_growth.html 

The Global Economy is a giant Ponzi Scheme 

Liotta PH & Miskel, J (2012) The Real Population Bomb : megacities, global security & the map of the future,  

Washington, D.C. : Potomac Books  Chapter 2, pages 17-46 (39 pages)  

Questions for Discussion: 

1. Is population growth the biggest challenge facing poor countries? Or are fears about a "population

timebomb" unfounded? And how – if at all – should governments, aid donors and other

development actors engage with population issues?

2. Some critics argue that aid to countries with food issues should include funding for family planning

and reproductive health programmes to prevent a “semi-permanent humanitarian crisis.”

3. On World Population Day, Neil Datta, secretary of the European Parliamentary Forum on Population

and Development, argued that no conversation about population dynamics can ignore the fact that

choosing whether or not to reproduce is a fundamental human right.

4. Climate change is a result of overconsumption. Given this is far greater in the developed world -

should the US / Australia / rich countries introduce a one-child policy?

WEEK 14 – May 14 

Solutions: Tech, Political, Legal and Commercial: Denial, Divesting & electric cars 

It’s not all bad! We’re finding solutions everywhere. This is our happy ending topic – what’s next for 

you? How can journalism make a difference? What can we do to save our planet? 

Required Readings:   

Topic readings: 

Chapter 10, pp 251-282 The Sixth Wave: How to Succeed in a Resource-Limited World by James Bradfield 

Moody  and Bianca Nogrady  

Minter, Adam (2014) Junkyard Planet – Introduction 

Extra Readings (optional): 

Climate change used as legal challenge to mine - ABC 6/6/2011 

http://www.abc.net.au/lateline/content/2011/s3237149.htm  

END 

http://www.abc.net.au/lateline/content/2011/s3237149.htm

